
CARING FOR YOUR NEW HOUSE PLANT

EPIPREMNUM AUREUM 
Also known as Pothos, Devil’s Ivy

Pothos is a perfect houseplant for areas that 
don’t get a lot of sunlight and for people who tend to forget to water their plants!  
Epipremnum Aureum has shiny heart-shaped leaves and long slender stems, which can 
grow up to 2m in length. However, the stems can be wound round sticks or attached to 
supports to keep the plant from taking up too much space.  A perk of growing Pothos is 
that they are high on the list of plants that can help purify indoor air.

LIKES
• Water: Pothos like to have their soil dry out completely between waterings. If left 

continually in damp soil, the roots will rot. Let the plant tell you when to water. When it 
starts to droop, it needs a good drink.

• Light - whilst they are good at surviving in dim light situations they do like light. In low 
light situations the leaves will lose some of their variegated pattern but will still remain 
lush and green.

• Fertiliser - feed monthly to bi-monthly, over the warmer months with any balanced 
houseplant fertiliser.

IDEAL ROOMS
• Pothos can survive in low light so they are great for dark rooms or corners with little 

natural light. They will also thrive in brighter light.
• Bathrooms and kitchens  - they will help purify the air where lots of chemical products 

are used.

TIPS
• WHEN WATERING ANY PLANT IT IS BEST TO SOAK THE SOIL GENEROUSLY AN LEAVE FOR 

HALF AN HOUR BEFORE TIPPING AWAY THE EXCESS WATER THAT COLLECTS IN THE POT.
• If you do choose to let your Pothos grown into a long vine, it can be secured on hooks 

along walls and over window frames
• No pruning is required, but it can be done to shape or control the size of your plant. Cut 

back to a leaf that is about 2 inches from the base of the plant, to keep new growth 
coming in.

• Re-Potting - When the leaves droop, no matter how much or often you water them, the 
roots have probably filled the pot. Pot on into a pot one or two sizes bigger.

For any other information relating to your houseplant please email frances@plantlife-design.co.uk
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